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Executive Summary

The FAI Club Mark scheme was introduced to facilitate a process of best practice 
in the governance and management of football clubs throughout Ireland. This report 
outlines the very positive feedback on the scheme that has been implemented in 
the pilot phase. It has assisted clubs in ensuring that they have appropriate struc-
tures in place. The benefit of the scheme can be best summarised by one of the 
interviewees who stated the following: 

‘Yes, it gives parents the knowledge that 
our club is managed correctly and that their 
children will be in a safe environment.’
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Introduction

Research Findings

The Institute of Technology, Blanchardstown (ITB) were asked by the Football Association of Ireland (FAI) to do 
a preliminary evaluation of the Club Mark scheme. The FAI Club Mark is an award based on best practice in the 
governance, management and administration of a football club. The aim of the FAI Club Mark:

• Establish minimum operating criteria for football clubs
• Provide clubs with a road map to good governance, management and administration
• Support clubs on their journey
• Reward clubs for achieving and maintaining high standards
• Provide recognition to clubs for their commitment and achievements
• Increase club’s capacity to operate effectively and grow football in communities throughout Ireland.

The evaluation was based on a series of questions which are outlined in Appendix 1. These questions were sent 
to a key person in each club who have achieved the FAI Club Mark. Some people completed the questionnaire 
online and others completed it through a telephone interview. This report is based on the feedback from ten clubs. 
In overall terms, the feedback is very positive with huge benefits being achieved by the clubs.

The first question asked how did you find the process?

The second question asked people to score the clarity of the instructions being given out.
A score of 1 suggested that the instructions were unclear, with 10 suggesting that the
instructions were very clear. 

The feedback was overwhelmingly positive. Some of the comments made by the participants were:

‘Clear – The requirements were clearly set out and we understood why each item was required because the 
goal of the award was easily understood’

‘Very informative and interesting’

‘Very happy with process, maybe at times slow but overall very good’

‘Very good and informative regarding club structures’

‘Easy to follow and well delivered’

‘Very challenging but worth it’

The average score was 9.5 which indicates a high level of satisfaction with the clarity of the instructions. The 
scores ranged from 8 to 10 with seven participants giving a score of 10. Some of the comments from the partici-
pants were as follows:

‘It was an enjoyable experience and an eye opening one. While we were proud of our efforts to date, we can 
now acknowledge that gaps in the process existed and the Club Mark gave the right guidance in closing those 
gaps. While those gaps may have been acceptable in previous years, they clearly are not now. We are a better 
club for it.’

‘Very clear, the award was adequately explained the requirements were clearly set out.’
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The fourth question asked participants to rate the club management guide as a resource 
for club administration? A score of 1 would indicate that it was of little use and a score of 10 
indicating that it was a very useful tool.

The fifth question asked participants on how difficult it was to pull together the required 
documents? A score of 1 would indicate that it was hugely difficult and a score of 10
suggesting that there were no difficulties.

The third question asked participants to score the level of support offered by the FAI, with a 
score of 1 indicating very little support and 10 indicating a high level of support.

The average score was 8.8 which indicates that the management guide was very useful. The score ranged from 7 
to 10. Some of the comments made were as follows:

‘We have already used it in amending how we conduct meetings and plan finance more constructively. Addi-
tional copies would be useful.’

‘Very useful, we used this as a template for a lot of our club documents.’ 

‘Excellent guide. Very useful and has being referenced on a few occasions.’ 

‘There are many benefits here that can only help clubs to be a more professional run club.  This will indeed 
help… to be a much more organised club for the future.’      

The average score was 6.1 which would indicate that some clubs had difficulties in pulling together the required 
documents. The scores ranged from 1 to 9. This variation is reflected in the following comments which indicate 
that the clubs found the Garda vetting process to be the most difficult. However, much of this problem may have 
arisen from club personnel not getting the information back to the club.
 

‘We had all documentation in place prior to the process so there was no issue.’ 

‘Far less difficult than I expected but I can thank others within my club for that who already had been using the 
documents as part of the running of the club.’

‘Waiting for coaches to get you their Garda vetting number back to you was slow.’

‘It was difficult to get all required documentation, lots of different individuals in club, response was slow in some 
cases.’

‘Very difficult to get Garda vetting and safeguarding numbers was very hard – should be a national database.’

The average score was 9.6 which suggests that the FAI offered a high level of support. The scores ranged from 8 
to 10 with seven participants giving a score of 10. Some of the comments from the participants were as follows:

‘The support was exceptional. The guys were prompt and articulate in their guidance. They also exerted the 
right amount of pressure when necessary from their side and were accommodating in addressing small issues 
at all stages. The feedback on possible changes was also constructive at the end of the process.’

‘The FAI gave us assistance without us having to request it on occasions and replied promptly to our queries’

‘Excellent, guidance and assistance always on hand’  

‘Instructions were always clear i.e. next steps to be achieved etc.’

‘The info night in … was very well put together’
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The sixth question asked if the process helped your club to improve? A score of 1 would 
indicate that there was no improvement and a score of 10 would suggest that the process 
really helped.

The average score was 9.1 and the scores ranged from 8 to 10. This would indicate that participants found the 
process to be very useful and the following comments outline this level of satisfaction.

‘We had much of the criteria in place. However, from a vetting perspective, it was hugely beneficial. We do have 
a turnover of coaches so staying on top of this process will help us reduce that and turn this into an annual 
housekeeping exercise rather than a mammoth task. The management guide is also a great resource which can 
be dipped into as and when required.‘

‘New drive and focus within the club.’

‘Helped our club get our house in order.’

‘Yes, it gave us the focus to be more efficient and brought more awareness of doing things in a more profes-
sional way.’

The seventh question asked if the club achieved the benefits that they thought that they 
would get?

The eighth question asked about the difficulties in the process.

The ninth question asked what advice would you give to clubs starting the process?

All the respondents replied positively to this question and some of this positivity is reflected in the following com-
ment:

‘It gave us examples of how and when we would need to use our Constitution setting up subcommittees and 
general good governance.’ 

The main difficulties were outlined as follows:
• Getting coaches to attend training
• Getting the Garda vetting forms back
• Finding the time to collate all the documents.
• Gathering the documentation, getting everyone in the club to buy into the process
• Getting information from coaches

• It provides a deadline to get your house in order.
• Don’t rush it and don’t take shortcuts. Anything worth doing is worth doing well. Don’t expect the process 

to be completed in 2 months. Give it the time and energy it deserves. It also requires a full-time owner 
who is accountable to the club’s committee in giving updates regarding the applications progression. 

• There is some very good FAI documentation available such as the Club Management Guide that can be 
of assistance. 

• The first thing to start with is the volunteer register to make sure that the safeguarding course is completed 
and that you can push the coaches and volunteers to return their Garda vetting number to you.

‘Had trouble with the Garda vetting process but from our side.’
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The eleventh question asked what changes have you made to the club’s policies and
procedures? 

The twelfth question asked if the club wanted to achieve the level 1 club mark award?

Question ten asked if the club was better off as a result of the club mark? 

The main changes suggested were:
• Garda vetting
• Coach training
• Volunteer induction
• Introduction of a code of conduct and code of practice for all parents, players, and coaches

All of the respondents suggested that this was the next logical step; with eight of the clubs suggesting that they 
were looking at this. However, two respondents suggested that they would leave it for a while due to the time 
commitment involved as they were volunteers.

All ten participants responded positively to this and this is outlined by the following comments:

‘Yes, it proves to parents that the club is providing a safe and qualified environment for their children’.

‘Yes – Our administrative processes are stronger and while it was intensive to get over the line, it will make our lives 
easier in the future. It is also lovely to have our governing body recognition in a job well done. It has been hugely 
positive locally to achieve what we have and it’s a nice ego boost for coaches and committee in achieving the 
award.’

‘Yes, we are very clear on how the club is to be run and we run it on a consistent basis with our constitution etc.’ 

‘Yes, it gives parents the knowledge that our club is managed correctly and that their children will be in a safe 
environment.’

‘Yes, it has raised the awareness of what it takes to operate, run, organise and manage a club.’

‘Yes, we have updated our constitution our volunteer recruitment and recording of safeguarding certs.’

‘Yes it gave us the focus to be more efficient and brought more awareness of the standards, requirements and 
doing things in a more professional way.’

• Have all the basic issues covered before commencing the process, i.e. Garda vetting, account structure, 
constitution and coaching structures in place etc.

• Divide the work out between people and include the whole club via meeting or presentations on your 
efforts to achieve the award.

• Appoint someone to take charge of this task and agree on all the steps to take. It’s easy to get frustrated 
with slow progress from volunteers but give it time and work to a time frame.
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Areas for improvement

Conclusion

The feedback also suggested some areas for improvement. The following areas were each suggested by one 
commentator.

• There should be some financial reward for the clubs who gain the club mark.

‘Yes, we are more organised as a club but I did expect more for the effort put it by our club than a presentation.
A grant to acknowledge the work put in by clubs to help them further development would be a nice gesture. More 
needs to be done here and publishing the achievement enough was not done by the FAI.’

• There was some concern about the process once it is rolled out across a wider range of clubs.

‘If I was to make any changes, I would make the process more scalable. If and when a large number of clubs 
embark on certification, FAI support and administration may become cumbersome and time consuming making it 
difficult for all involved.‘

• The development of an online project management portal might ease the difficult outlined above

‘I would suggest the making available of an online project management portal with the predefined tasks.
Candidates will upload documentation against tasks they have successfully completed for approval. They can see 
what remains outstanding. When it comes to vetting the Club Mark Coordinator for the club will be able to see 
which criteria remains outstanding – For example if coaches remain 1. Not Vetted, 2. In progress 3. Vetted or what 
documentation is outstanding.‘

Overall, the feedback from the pilot clubs who have achieved the FAI Club Mark Entry Level is very positive, with 
all the clubs seeing the positive impact that the process had on them. The main concern centered on the Garda 
vetting process which relies on the steps taken by club coaches and volunteers.
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FAI CLUB MARK QUESTIONS

APPENDIX 1

After – in the immediate aftermath of getting the Club mark

1. How did you find the process?

2. On a scale of 1-10, how clear were the instructions, plus comment? 1 being very unclear, 10 being ab-
solutely clear

3. On a scale of 1-10, how would you rate the support from the FAI? Plus, comment? 1 – no support, 10 
high level of support

4. On a scale of 1-10 how would you rate the club management guide as a resource for club administra-
tion? Plus, comment 1- Of no use, 10 very useful

5. On a scale of 1-10, how difficult was it to pull together the required documents? Plus, comment? 1- Very 
difficult, 10 no difficulties

6. On a scale of 1-10, has the process helped your club to improve? Plus, comment 1- No improvement, 
10 really helped.

7. Did you achieve the benefits that you thought you would get?

8. What were the major difficulties?

9. What advice would you give to clubs starting the process?

10. Is the club better off as a result of the club mark? If yes, in what way?

11. What changes have you made to the club’s policies and procedures?

12. Does your club want to achieve the Level 1 club mark award?


